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NEW DIMENSIONS IN COLLAGE 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 

Collage submissions must be the artist’s original work. In the case of digital collage, a high quality 

printed copy of artist’s original work is acceptable. Please do not send digital files: the gallery will not be 

responsible for printing of artworks.  

Vayo Gallery reserves the right to refuse any work on the grounds of poor condition, improper size, 

unsuitability, or lack of compliance with the show theme. Additionally, submissions containing any of 

the following will not be considered for this exhibition: 

 Abusive, threatening, obscene, defamatory, or otherwise offensive statements and/or 

materials (this includes, but is not limited to, political or religious statements or beliefs, gender 

identity, sexual orientation, or any other theme designed to negatively target any person, place, 

thing, or idea 

 Promotion of violent acts or illegal activities  

 Explicitly lewd or sexual material; pornography  

 

(Please note: Images containing nudity are not prohibited, but determinations will be made on a 

case by case basis with the family-friendly nature of the gallery environment in mind). 

Submissions must be received on or before the published deadline, accompanied by a completed 

entry form, to be accepted into the show. A parent or guardian’s signature will be required for 

artists under 18 years of age. 

Artists retain copyright to their submissions. By completing the submission form, artists grant Vayo 

Collage Gallery a non-exclusive, royalty-free, limited license to display, photograph, and use a likeness of 

their supplied collage in printed materials for the NEW DIMENSIONS IN COLLAGE exhibition, as well post 

photos, artist’s name, Instagram handle, and/or bio in various online portals, including but not limited to 

the website (vayocollagegallery.com), email newsletter, and/or social media channels 

(instagram.com/vayocollagegallery/) for promotional purposes. If their work is selected, Artist also 

agrees to have their collage printed on a commemorative deck of cards. All other rights remain with the 

Artist. Artist will neither be compensated for this work, nor will they seek compensation. 

There is no entry fee to participate in this exhibition, however, artists choosing to have their 

artwork mailed back to them at the close of the show will be responsible for return shipping costs. 

In the unlikely event of loss, theft, or shipping delay of artwork, the gallery will not be held responsible 

for any damages suffered. Artists wishing to participate in the Gallery’s annual art exchange agree to 

contribute $25 to offset the cost of mailings. Artists who plan to pick up or donate their work to the 

Gallery at the close of the show will not be assessed any fee.  

 

 

http://www.vayocollagegallery.com/
http://www.instagram.com/vayocollagegallery/

